
 

 

 

LT Game newly promoted Social Game -- “Texas Hold’em Poker” 

Texas Hold’em is one of the most popular variants of the card game of poker. It is commonly played among a 

number of players and against each other on a table in casinos. LT Game has now transformed the traditional table game into 

an electronic machine game. This electronic mode of “Texas Hold’em Poker” game will bring several benefits to casino 

management. Location wise, these gaming machines do not need to be located side by side and casino operations can have 

more flexibility in space arrangements. From manpower management point of view, no actual dealer would be needed to 

proceed the game, not to mention that multiple game tables can be set within a single betting terminal.  

For the game itself, LT Game’s Social Game--“Texas Hold’em Poker” is equipped with the following features:  

1. Various game table levels: casino operators can set up the minimum bet, maximum bet, buy-in amount and betting 

time to create various tables and attract players with different betting habits.  

2. Adjustable commission rates: 3% to 5% commission rates are adjustable based on the needs and strategies of casino 

operations.  

3. Combating theme: from the duel between two players to the melee among multiple players, casino operators can 

set up their unique theme to attract players or organize tournaments.   

With LT Game’s Social Game—“Texas Hold’em Poker”, players now can play Texas Hold’em without the need to sit 

next to each other. On one hand, given the on-going Covid pandemic concerns, the physical distances among players are 

farer and safer as compared with all players sitting at one table. On the other hand, for not being at the same table, it actually 

prevents other players to catch “the tell” moment from facial expressions or body gestures.  

In Kampek Paradise Casino, Social Game—“Texas Hold’em Poker” machines will soon be put on the casino floor. In 

accordance with casino operation, “DUEL” would be the theme for this game. Two players will sit across each other on a 

specially made stage and bet against each other while enjoying the fun of competing and spotlight.  
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